TRU-FIT Lighting Kits
™

MOUNTING HARDWARE
HARNESS SYSTEMS
ID BAR

JUNCTION BOXES

VEHICLE LIGHTING

LIGHT MODULES

Custom Kit. Exact Fit.
Every Betts TRU-FIT Lighting kit comes complete to your specifications—
custom assembled and sized the way you want it. Designed for an exact fit,
proper function and rock-solid reliability.
Take a closer look at the leader. Call a Betts expert today and see the light!

800.831.7160

BETTS TRU-FIT ™ LIGHTING KITS—LIGHTING YOUR WAY.™
While anybody can sell you a standard set of components for your trailers or trucks, Betts believes you deserve better.
That’s the “why” behind Betts TRU-FIT Lighting Kits—every kit spec’d exactly to your dimensions and requirements
from a wide range of choices that put you in the driver’s seat. Betts offers a complete line of lighting component choices
available to create your own customizations.

Light Modules

Vehicle Lighting

Harness Systems

Available in standard and custom sizes, in
a variety of materials and coatings, these
enclosures are engineered to be durable and
provide an attractive finish.

Manufactured in incandescent, multi LED, and
single LED. Lamps are available in either a
12 or 24 volt only, or a multi-voltage. Lamps
are manufactured in a flange mount body or a
grommet mount style.

Available in the traditional Betts Plug & Seal
harness and the new TRU-FIT harness system
or a combination of both. Both systems can be
customized for cable lengths, multiple light
combinations, and with a pre-wired junction
box option.

SIZES:
Betts manufactures several styles of light
modules and frames including substitutes
for current OEM standards.
MATERIALS:
Carbon Steel (available in powder-coated
colors of gray, white, and black)
Stainless Steel (available in a electro polish
finish or matte finish)
Aluminum

Junction Boxes
Manufactured in the traditional round 7-pole
type or in a 4 X 8 rectangular style with 18
poles that can be combined with brass circuit
bridges for large volumes of wires.

TYPES:
Stop/Turn/Tail
Turn
Back-up
Clearance/Marker (front, center, and rear)
ID Bar Rear Center lights (3 lamps, available
as individual grommet lights, connected, or
in frames)
LENSES:
Red
Amber
Clear
SHAPES:
Round
Oval

Take a closer look at the leader. Let a Betts Lighting expert answer
your questions or provide you with a lighting consultation today.
• Customized components and complete
kits—assembled to your requirements

• Brackets and mounting hardware
included—for hassle-free installation

• Plug & Seal 2 and 4-conductor plugs—for
superior sealing

• Proprietary, sealed junction boxes—for
easy inspection and diagnosis

• Exact-length harnesses—no excess wire
for quicker, more accurate installation

• Customized light assembly boxes—built
to your specifications and a variety
of material choices.

Call a Betts expert today! 800.831.7160
Designed, engineered and manufactured in the USA.

Betts Industries Inc. • Warren, PA 16365 • 800.831.7160 • BettsInd.com

TYPES:
Standard Plug & Seal comes in 2, 4, and
6-conductor plugs (male and female)
TRU-FIT comes in a traditional Truck Tank or
Trailer harness system and uses Betts EZ-FIT
grommet lights.

Custom Kits
We can provide “the total package” for you—
harness system, lighting, junction boxes,
light modules—everything you need for a fully
custom kit tailored to your specifications.

